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Modelling offerings of flexibility in electricity supply and demand 

Frens Jan Rumph - Jack Verhoosel, TNO  

Increased penetration of renewable intermittent energy sources to combat 

environmental issues and fossil fuel dependency, strains the ability of electricity systems to balance demand 

and supply. Traditionally, large scale generation is well-equipped to ensure security of supply. When 

replacing this large scale generation with intermittent renewable and/or distributed 

generation, actively leveraging flexibility in customer’s demand as well as their (distributed) generation 

provides a means to maintain this balance. 

 

In this presentation, a data model is provided for expressing the willingness to provide flexibility in demand 

and supply for electricity. Services based on this model allow for active customer participation in electricity 

systems without reducing customer's decision making autonomy. The model is expected to be able to 

express flexibilities in various types of loads and generation; including but not limited to: electrical 

equipment for heating, cooling and air-conditioning, white goods as well as charging of electric vehicles. 

 

The model contains elements that can express constraints on provided flexibilities; in terms of power and/or 

energy as well as duration. Furthermore the model includes elements for expressing financial aspects of the 

flexibility offers. The model was developed within the EU 7th Framework Programme project MIRACLE and 

will be brought to standardisation via a CEN Workshop Agreement. 

 
 

Smart Solutions & Services For Growing Companies 
Philippe Martin & Jean-Christophe Clément, French Riviera Chamber 
of Commerce & Industry  

The French Riviera is situated in a precarious position in the French 

Electricity Transmission Grid with only a single line, coming from Marseille 

and running for about 200 km in a difficult environment. The supply is regularly stressed under peak loads 

and has suffered from black outs. 

Some of the most significant Smart Grid projects in France are being planned for this area to ease this 

pressure. 

There is considerable activity in the areas of Smart Grids and Renewable Energy in the Region, involving 

small and large companies. Some examples are ADEME, CSTB, CNRS, ENSMP, INRIA, Télécom Paris, IBM, 

Cisco, Orange Labs.  The Nice Chamber of Commerce and Industry has grasped the emergence and growth 

of interest in Smart Grids by organising studies and ongoing working groups on the following topics: 

- Standards and Certification  

- Attracting companies to the Côte d’Azur  

- Best Practices in Smart Grids  

- Information exchange/conferences/etc  

In parrallel, the CCI is working on making leverage on major French Riviera initiatives (Eco-Cités, OIN Eco-

Vallée, ESCO) to foster further development of the Smart Grid Activities on its territory. 

 

 

PLUGTESTS – ETSI Centre for Testing and Interoperability  

Presentation by Karen Hughes 

Introducing the CTI Plugtests activities showing how interoperability testing 

can help you as well an introduction to the new PowerUp Project. 

 



 

 
 

A generalized load management gateway – coupling smart 

buildings to the grid 
Thomas Gamauf, Vienna University of Technology, Institute of 
Computer Technology 
 

Although the term smart grid has been widely discussed in the past, today we see a convergence in its 

meaning. The general aim is to compensate the reduction of controllability on the supply side of the power 

grid with improved controllability on the demand side. Several areas of applications are in focus here, 

spanning from residential consumers, e-car management to additional dedicated energy storages. 

For large functional buildings, the management potentials of heating, ventilation and air conditioning 

systems are of high interest. However, the question arises how this shifting potential is represented towards 

the smart grid, respectively the network operator. In ongoing Austrian research projects involving network 

operators, researchers and industry, practical solutions for this challenge are evaluated. We propose a new 

component coupling grid and building automation system. This agent represents the building, knows about 

its internal process models and states, and offers the load shifting potential to the grid. This can be an 

energy market as well as the local distribution grid. This approach can be extended to other smart grid 

applications (e.g. smart e-car charging, load management of residential customers). It is compatible with 

existing standards or paradigms such as OpenADR, ZigBee Smart Energy profile and others. 

 

Smart Energy-positive Neighbourhoods for the Smart Grid. Architecture, 

Communication Technologies and Address Management for the ENERsip 

platform  
Gregorio Lopez, Carlos III University of Madrid (U3CM) 

ICT will play a key role for the development and deployment of Smart Grids. Although most of the 

technology required to achieve this goal has been around for the last decades, economical issues and the 

lack of internationally accepted standards have hampered this process. Since ICT prices have been free-

falling for the last 20 years, whereas energy prices have been steadily climbing, the economical issues seem 

to have disappeared. However, the adoption of open standards is still needed to enable the emergence of a 

new industry around ICT for Smart Grids. 

One of the main objectives of the ICT FP7 project ENERsip is to propose the R&D carried out throughout its 

execution for standardization. The ENERsip project aims to develop an adaptive, intelligent and open 

service-oriented ICT platform for energy consumption reduction and consumption-generation matching 

within districts. Thus, its scope is bounded to the Customer, Distribution, Service Provider, and Operations 

domains defined in the NIST Smart Grid conceptual model. 

This paper presents the ENERsip architecture, paying special attention to its ICT M2M-based infrastructure. 

Thus, it analyses the main available standard communication technologies for every communication segment 

and presents the security features they offer. In addition, it describes how address management and end-to-

end addressability is handled. 
 

 
Smart Solutions & Services For Growing Companies 
Philippe Martin & Jean-Christophe Clément, French Riviera Chamber 
of Commerce & Industry  
Same as yesterday. 

 

 

 
 


